University Staff Advisory Council  
Recognition and Appreciation for Jerry Fife  
Vice Chancellor for Administration  

Resolution 03-11-2014  

We, the duly elected representatives of the University Staff Advisory Council (USAC), do hereby enact the following:  

Whereas, during Jerry Fife’s time at Vanderbilt, he has served in a multitude of roles including Associate Vice Chancellor for Business Services and Research Finance, Assistant Vice Chancellor for Information Technology Services, Interim Associate Vice Chancellor for Human Resources, and for the last five years, Vice Chancellor for Administration; AND  

Whereas, Jerry Fife demonstrated composure and professional behavior in his leadership role at Vanderbilt; AND  

Whereas, the Vanderbilt University Staff Advisory Council (USAC) wishes to congratulate Vice Chancellor of Administration Jerry Fife for achieving retirement at a young enough age that each Council member in turn aspires to attain; AND  

Whereas, USAC wishes to thank Jerry Fife for his support, service and creativity while serving as a primary resource, facilitator and true friend of all Vanderbilt Staff; THEREFORE  

Be it resolved that Jerry Fife be presented with a framed copy of this resolution as a formal recognition of a strong legacy of servant leadership that will live on in the Vanderbilt University Staff that learned by the example he set each day on campus, no matter how difficult the task; AND  

Be it further resolved that Jerry Fife is respected and admired by all Vanderbilt staff; AND  

Be it further resolved that Jerry Fife be formally recognized for outstanding service and commitment to Vanderbilt University.  

Signed by the University Staff Advisory Council President
Lara Beth Lehman